
 Minutes* 
 
 Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
 Wednesday, November 27, 1996 
 1:00 - 3:00 
 Room 238 Morrill Hall 
 
 
Present: Laura Koch (chair), Avram Bar-Cohen, Anita Cholewa, Gordon Hirsch, Thomas Johnson, 

Robert Leik, Kathleen Newell, William Van Essendelft, Gayle Graham Yates 
 
Regrets: Elayne Donahue, Judith Martin, W. Phillips Shively, 
 
Absent: Darwin Hendel, Tina Rovick 
 
Guests: Vice President Mark Brenner, Associate Dean George Green; Carol Cline (Admissions) 
 
[In these minutes:  Incentives for Managed Growth; graduate assistant tuition benefits; revisions of policy 
on examination for credit and transfer of credit; CASE teaching award] 
 
 
1.   Incentives for Managed Growth (IMG) 
 
 Professor Koch convened the meeting at 1:00 and circulated a draft letter concerning IMG.  
Committee members made several comments about the letter and about IMG. 
 
-- IMG is problematic for anything interdisciplinary in graduate education and research, especially 

work that crosses college lines.  The distribution of Graduate School funds is driven by quality, not 
formula, which runs contrary to IMG.  It may be sensible to distribute some kinds of funds by 
formula, but if the University is to remain a major research center, it must be able to recognize and 
reward quality.  Some programs receive no Graduate School money, and there is great variance in 
the amount others receive. 

 
-- IMG is also problematic for undergraduate education. 
 
-- The problems being foreseen are serious, but there appears to be a "we'll worry about them later" 

approach.  Once the dollars start flowing, it will be hard to go a different direction. 
 
-- IMG will seriously hinder the reorganization of the biological sciences, with its planned cross-

connections, as well as other possible reorganizations. 
 
-- Will IMG have the right incentives to create partnerships? 
 
-- IMG will present serious problems for programs with high facility and laboratory costs but with no 

way to increase revenues. 
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-- The lack of a link between IMG and the critical measures means the critical measures may have to 

be discarded. 
 
 One Committee member noted ambivalent support for IMG.  One recognizes the problems, and 
worries about the vagueness of the proposal, but it is not as if the system now is working smoothly.  IMG 
promises better support for the colleges that serve a lot of students.  There are other changes coming that 
are more worrisome than IMG.  The letter, said another Committee member, should recognize the issues 
that IMG is intended to address. 
 
 Professor Koch agreed to redraft the letter. 
 
2.   Graduate Assistant (GA) Tuition Benefit 
 
 Professor Koch turned next to Vice President Brenner to explain the proposed changes in the 
tuition remission benefit for graduate assistants.   
 
 Dr. Brenner distributed a handout outlining the proposed changes in the GA tuition benefit and 
reviewed them for the Committee.  The proposal is to adopt a direct charge system and drop the fringe 
benefit charge.  The existing practice is broken, he said, and it is broke; there is an anticipated shortfall of 
$8 - 10 million at the end of this year.  He is committed to a new system by July 1, 1997. 
 
 They surveyed the graduate schools of the AAU; of those that recover the tuition benefit (rather 
than write it off), most use a direct charge system.  (At three institutions, the GAs are paid a higher salary 
and are responsible for their own fringes; that is easier to do, but there are also good reasons not to use 
that system.)   
 
 There are a number of policy changes needed and there are system issues as well.  The current 
student system does not permit much flexibility, so they will have to limp along for another two years 
until the new student systems are installed. 
 
 The changes being proposed are these: 
 
-- There will be a tuition band from 7-14 credits, with per credit tuition charged for students taking 

more or fewer credits.  They dropped the second tuition band above 12 credits--when the top of the 
band was at 12 credits--because it made it too expensive for students to take an additional one or 
two credits above the band.  They also determined that a ceiling of 12 credits on the band was too 
low; it was producing contortions in the system (such as offering departmental seminars at no cost, 
in order to avoid having students enrolled for more than 12 credits, and departments planning 
semester curricula around the 12 credit ceiling). 

 
-- Graduate assistants will be required to pay non-refundable fees, such as for late registration or non-

simultaneous cancel-adds.  It is costing the fringe benefit pool a great deal of money to pay for late 
cancel-adds.   

 
-- Graduate assistants must register in the band for all three quarters/two semesters to obtain the 
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tuition remission benefit.  The specifics for summer tuition remission are still being developed.  
Those who have achieved candidacy (passed the preliminary oral) must register for a minimum of 
one credit per quarter, but may register for up to 14 credits; they must register within the band until 
the 36 thesis credits have been completed. 

 
 The charge is based on a fixed amount (tuition within the band), not the number of credits for 

which the student enrolls; this avoids arguments over how many credits a student should take and 
provides a predictable charge for employers. 

 
-- The maximum benefit for a student would be the value of the Graduate School tuition band, or 

similar benefit for other employee classes (e.g., Law Assistant).   
 
-- The fringe benefit rate will be prorated, proportional to the percent time and percent of quarter of 

the student's appointment, with a 50% appointment earning full tuition benefits (as is currently the 
case) and with the tuition benefit prorated at twice the employment percentage for those working 
between 25% and 50% time. 

 
 There are challenges ahead, Dr. Brenner observed.  They have done a cost analysis of the proposal 
to evaluate the impact, and there are significant financial implications.  Units paying salaries of less than 
$11,300 are under-contributing to the cost; if they are paying the floor of $8,600, they are under-
contributing by $1000 per student.  Units that pay high salaries over-contribute to the fringe benefit pool. 
If the conversion is made, there will be units that are at an advantage and units at a disadvantage. 
 
 State funds can be arranged to offset the disadvantage to units.  The proposal will lead to major 
shifts in funding between colleges; they can correct most of the problems, although not all of them.  They 
will be unable to correct changes on federal grants; it is not permissible to take savings from a grant 
fringe benefit charge and transfer it to another student, but the PI will be able to re-budget the grant.  In 
some cases, there will be shortfalls, and the University does not have the long-term funds to deal with 
them.  The base budget (state funds) to a department can be adjusted on a one-time basis. 
 
 Funds must be identified internally to pay off the $8 - 10 million accumulated deficit of under-
recovered funds.   
 
 Dr. Brenner then noted the complication of tuition benefits being linked to the Graduate School 
tuition band.  If one is a Law assistant, it is linked to Law School tuition; for colleges that use law 
students, the cost will be prohibitive--or the student or the Law School or the University would have to 
make up the difference between Law tuition remission and Graduate School tuition remission (or units 
will simply not hire law assistants any more).  This same problem applies to other professional schools. 
 
 Another permutation is students who take both Day and University College courses; if they take 8 
credits in Day School and 4 in UC, at present the 8 credits in Day school uses up the Graduate School 
tuition band, and students must themselves pay for the UC credits.  UC does not pay the fringe benefit 
pool for its GAs, but they are covered, so this contributes to a significant shortfall in the current tuition 
remission fringe pool.  Committee members discussed these issues with Dr. Brenner, and he agreed that 
they needed additional examination. 
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 Dr. Brenner said that the number of GAs who work outside their unit is small, so the problem is not 
a huge one.  A larger problem is that there are about 4500 GAs, a significant number of whom hold more 
than one appointment.  Each might be less than 25%, but together they are sufficient for the individual to 
quality for the tuition benefit; the system must be able to capture these appointments so appropriate funds 
are collected for the fringe benefit pool. 
 
 Professor Koch inquired about the timeline for approval of the proposal; Dr. Brenner explained that 
it should be approved by December.  He reported that the Graduate School Policy and Review Councils 
find this a better plan than the current practice, and it is especially attractive to those who have sponsored 
grants. 
 
 Asked what it cost to extend the tuition band from 12 to 14 credits ("what it cost to be 
educationally sound"), Dr. Brenner reported that it was $300 per student per year, or about $1.2 million 
per year.  Some of this money is recovered, Dr. Green commented.  Asked about the number helped by 
the change, Dr. Brenner noted that 1/2 of all GAs took more than 12 credits in the past; only about 1/3 did 
so this year.  This is not something that is benefiting only a few students, at a cost of $1.2 million.  The 
12-credit cap also led to a lot of gaming, Dr. Green commented, with the result that instruction is taken 
off the books, credits are not awarded to students, and effort does not show up on faculty workloads.  
These are important issues for reporting to the legislature and cannot be ignored.  The cost-benefit 
analysis of the change has to be seen not only in terms of the students it helps but also in terms of the 
implications for the University. 
 
 Professor Koch thanked Dr. Brenner and Dean Green for joining the meeting, and said that the 
Committee would take action on the proposal at its next meeting. 
 
3.   Policy Revisions 
 
 The Committee turned next to two policy revisions drafted by Professor Graham Yates and Dr. Van 
Essendelft, one on "Examinations for Credit and Proficiency" and the other on "Transfer of Credit."  
Professor Koch welcomed Carol Cline to the meeting to discuss the issues in the two proposed policy 
revisions. 
 
 The principal issue in the transfer of credit policy was whether to recommend that the University of 
Minnesota transfer of credit policy allow for transfer of appropriate credit from Minnesota technical 
colleges.  The current policy does not allow such transfer, but rather requires that any credit evaluated as 
appropriate be granted by special examination. 
 
 Ms. Cline noted that with the offering of the new bachelor degree programs on the Crookston 
campus and in University College, the University needs to transfer appropriate technical college credit in 
the same way it transfers credit from other colleges and universities in Minnesota.  She noted that such 
credit would not routinely transfer to other traditional programs on the Twin Cities campus because of its 
more technical nature. 
 
 The Committee discussed the issue of transfer of technical college credits to the Crookston campus. 
At present, for technical college credits to transfer to Crookston (or the rest of the University)--even if the 
faculty have decided the credits are equivalent to course offerings at the University--they cannot transfer 
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formally.  They must be earned as credit by examination, and then become University (UMC) credits.  
University Senate policy prohibits transfer of technical college credits, so this subterfuge is used.   
 
 The proposed policy would permit transfer of technical college credits, when appropriate for a 
student's degree program.  The Director of Admissions will make the determination whether the technical 
college course work is college level, in consultation with the appropriate faculty.   
 
 Parallel considerations arise with the University College partnerships.  The University does not 
accept the technical college credit, but students must pass a national exam to demonstrate mastery in the 
field (in one of the degree programs). 
 
 This does not affect relationships with the private colleges, Ms. Cline affirmed.  She also told the 
Committee that regional accreditation is no longer a standard the University can use to judge the quality 
of credits from an institution, because virtually every institution is striving for regional accreditation.  One 
Minnesota technical college is accredited for two degree programs, the credits from which the University 
will not accept. 
 
 One Committee member objected to the proposal, saying that the quality of technical college 
courses is problematic; this will open up the issue so that departments will be caught with students who 
want credits accepted.  This policy does not require they be accepted, Ms. Cline observed.  The tradeoff, 
said one Committee member, is between blanket rejection of technical college credits (which 
disadvantages students) versus evaluation of each credit.  Ms. Cline said the University owes it to schools 
to evaluate their credits and accept or reject them.   
 After additional brief discussion, the Committee voted 7-1 to forward the draft policy to the Senate 
for action. 
 
 Dr. Van Essendelft then reviewed the policy on examinations for credit and for proficiency.  The 
Committee discussed the policy for a short time with Ms. Cline, made one editorial revision in the 
language, and then voted unanimously to forward it to the Senate for action. 
 
4.   CASE Teaching Award 
 
 The Committee next took up the CASE teaching award; Professor Koch suggested the nominee 
should be considered when the Morse-Alumni award winners are being selected.  After discussion of how 
the nominee should be selected, the Committee concluded that the pool of nominees should perhaps be 
former Morse-Alumni award winners.  It was agreed that Professors Bar-Cohen and Graham-Yates would 
develop a proposal. 
 
 Professor Koch adjourned the meeting at 3:00. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


